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what is duolingo?

Duolingo

Duolingo for Schools

blog

 is the number one learning language app in the world. Through the 

use of gamification and other adaptive learning techniques, Duolingo creates a 

student-centered learning experience that is free for educators and students to 

use to enrich and supplement the important work that they are doing in their 

classrooms. 



Duolingo was created by crowdsourcing pioneer Luis von Ahn, PhD, and 

Severin Hacker, PhD, in 2011. Duolingo now has 500+ million learners 

worldwide, furthering their skills in everything from English to ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi. 



Driven by the need to provide high-quality foreign language learning tools to all 

students, regardless of economic background or technological access, Duolingo 

launched  in 2015, fully revamped in 2021 to create an 

experience that would better allow teachers to integrate Duolingo within their 

day-to-day instruction. 



Duolingo prides itself on a commitment to continuous improvement. To that 

end, the number of courses that we offer is constantly growing, while the tools 

that we use to teach them are constantly being reexamined and adapted to 

maximize efficacy. To learn more about efficacy and keep up with the latest 

updates from Duolingo, visit and bookmark our . Happy learning!
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quick ideas to use duolingo with your class

Extra credit

Use XP assignments as extra credit to reward 

students for doing work on their own time. 

Daily warm-up

Have students work on Duolingo at the start of class. Set 
a time or a specific goal to reach as they settle in.

Present as a reward

Use “Duolingo time” as a reward... if you have students 

who have earned it!

Use as a reinforcement

Early finishers or those who need extra help can keep 
going at their own pace on material that’s at their level.

Assign as homework

You can assign specific skills or an XP goal for students to 
meet by practicing with any activity they choose.

Play as a group

Race against the clock to see who can get the most XP, 
or divide into teams for some friendly competition.



based on science, constantly improving

We believe that anyone can learn a language with Duolingo. Our free, bite-size 

lessons feel more like a game than a textbook, and that's by design: Learning is 

easier when you're having fun.



But Duolingo isn't just a game. It's based on a methodology proven to foster 

long-term retention, and a curriculum aligned to an international standard. 



A Curriculum Based on Best Practices and Standards



Duolingo’s teaching approach supports implicit learning, to foster long-term 

retention and to promote communication in the new language. Our courses are 

aligned to the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR), an 

international standard for language proficiency. Read more about our  

to teaching and check out  on curriculum design and course creation.

approach

this post
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What is CEFR and how does it compare to ACTFL assessments?



There are two major frameworks for learning, teaching, and assessing foreign 

language skills. The ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines is most commonly used in the 

US. The Common European Framework of Reference for Language (CEFR), 

which Duolingo courses are aligned to, is used around the world.



ACTFL assessments can be assigned corresponding CEFR rankings. Please note 

that these are one-directional correspondences. More information .




here

Source: ACTFL
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Links and resources



Keep up with our updates and new research by following us on social media, 

joining our , and checking out . You can find 

more details exploring the links below.



Explanation of the Duolingo approach


Efficacy at Duolingo


Duolingo research


Assigning CEFR ratings to ACTFL assessments


Can you reach intermediate reading and listening proficiency with Duolingo? 


How well does Duolingo teach speaking skills?


How we got smarter about teaching grammar in 2021


How silly sentences can help you learn


Keeping you at the frontier of learning with adaptive lessons


Duolingo Educator Network our blog

https://www.duolingo.com/approach


https://www.duolingo.com/efficacy


https://research.duolingo.com/


https://www.actfl.org/sites/default/files/reports/Assigning_CEFR_Ratings_To_ACTFL_Assessments.pdf


https://blog.duolingo.com/effective-intermediate-learning/


https://blog.duolingo.com/how-well-does-duolingo-teach-speaking-skills/


https://blog.duolingo.com/duolingo-grammar-skills-improvements-2021/


https://blog.duolingo.com/how-silly-sentences-can-help-you-learn/


https://blog.duolingo.com/keeping-you-at-the-frontier-of-learning-with-adaptive-lessons/
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fun duolingo group game ideas

Limited number of devices in the classroom? This works for groups and as a whole 
class:  

• Have each group sit in a circle with one device.  
• The student with the device reads or describes the question out loud.  
• The group discusses and decides on a single answer.  
•  The person with the device enters the answer into Duolingo. 
• When the group has chosen the correct answer, have the first student pass the device 
to the person next to them and do it again.

You can have small groups “race” to finish their lessons.

Bonfire


PROTIP

Duolingo is perfect for individual learning, but you can also get 
creative and make a game for the whole class. Here are some of our 
favorites, we also hope you share yours in our !facebook group

https://www.facebook.com/groups/duolingoeducators/?utm_source=actfl&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=schools2021guide


Let’s go on a word collecting adventure!



• Prepare by opening the “assign” tab in your Duolingo for Schools classroom page. 

• Find the skill you are working on and select 10 words for students to “hunt” as they 
go through that skill’s exercises. 

• When they spot one of the special words in a lesson, they should write the full 
sentence down. They might have to do several lessons.

• How many of the words can each student/team “catch” within the time limit?

For classrooms with a smartboard or projector:



• Split the class into teams; teams pick a name and choose who’ll start as their 
“leader” (this can change every round).

• MC/teacher makes a scoreboard on the board.

• Run a Duolingo lesson on a projector, and have the teams SLAM their desks with their 
hands once they have a consensus on the answer. The consensus part is important!

• The team’s leader dictates their answer, which the MC inputs into Duolingo. The MC 
double checks with the team before submitting.

• Give points, rotate leaders, repeat!

Change the game: groups can “claim” words they get to first.

Turn off audio input unless you have an advanced/brave group!

Catch them all!


Desk slam!

PROTIP

PROTIP



How about adding some... drama to your lesson?  

• Start a Duolingo lesson and write down all the sentences that show up. You can do 
this part together as a class or in pairs/groups.  

• The pairs/groups then pick their favorite

sentence from that pool and write a short sketch that ends with that exact sentence. 

• Groups act out their written sketches to much applause. If this is a shy group, you can 
have them film their sketch and act in it, or use illustrations/puppets, and turn that in 
instead.

A competitive and exciting review activity for a skill that the class has completed 
together. 



• Pre-select key sentences from a Duolingo skill and post them around the class/
school so students need to physically move to read them.

• Students work in pairs or teams to complete a relay “race,” where one team member 
goes to where the sentence is posted and runs back to their team's station where a 
"writer" transcribes the sentence, dictated by the messenger.

• The first team to report to the teacher with their full list of sentences, all accurately 
transcribed, wins!

For a quicker version, select Duolingo sentences in advance.

Select your locations carefully—this game might quickly turn into 
a lot of running around.

And the Oscar goes to...


Messenger

PROTIP

PROTIP



5-day beginner implementation schedule

 Create an account at  or on the Duolingo app and try a lesson

 Explore Duolingo’s languages, tabs, and settings. Try out our stories, podcasts, 

and tips button

 Visit  and create a classroom. If you can, start adding 

students. You can add a colleague or family member first to test the waters.

duolingo.com

schools.duolingo.com

 Create a classroom and name it. Review your classroom privacy settings

 Help students join your classroom. There are many ways to do this—you can 

add a list of names and email addresses or share your unique invitation link

 If you’d like, encourage students to take a placement test right away and find 

out how much they already know. 

 Open your account and start a lesson on a projector. Go through it together

 Take your time to talk through Duolingo features, like how skills and crowns 

work, when it is appropriate to hover over words to see hints, where to find 

assignments, where to find tips, podcasts, stories, and so on.

Explore Duolingo and Duolingo for Schools01

Create and populate a classroom with your students02

Let’s do a lesson together!03

Get started one step at a time! If you run into trouble or are unsure, email us 

at teachers@duolingo.com or check in with our facebook group.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/duolingoeducators/?utm_source=actfl&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=schools2021guide
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 Pick a time on your schedule where Duolingo could fit in as you get used to its 

many features and your classroom’s rhythm. You can start small

 Students can come in and work on Duolingo before class, as a warm-up.

 Early finishers get rewarded with Duolingo time! Frame it as a positive habit

 Duolingo is an easy and super effective way to keep students progressing while 

not in class. Use XP assignments to keep students learning on off-days!

 A typical day with Duolingo will look different for everyone; it depends on your 

classroom needs. If you are just trying it out and getting started, a class could 

look like this

 Students come in and work on their Duolingo until class starts

 Use class time to catch up on culture studies, mandated curriculum topics 

and language interaction. End the day with “dessert”: a Duolingo group 

activity like  or 

 Assign Duolingo as homework, for XP or completing a skill by next class. 

Bonfire Desk Slam

Find Duolingo time in your schedule04

A typical Duolingo classroom day05



join our educator network

Want more out of Duolingo and Duolingo for Schools? Join our private network 

of teachers and administrators. You’ll be able to

 Be inspired and connect with educators from all over the world;

 View and share resources, printables, and activity ideas;

 Stay in the know about Duolingo and the latest about language learning and 

teaching

 Connect with Duolingo staff and share your story

 Access exclusive Duolingo content, such as resources, templates, updates, 

videos, and live streams

 Get invited to special events, such as round tables and beta testing 

sessions

 Participate in exclusive contests and giveaways 

facebook.com/groups/duolingoeducators
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